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????:H.U.???
The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the Duck in arguing about who will perform
what duty in preparing their pumpkin soup, and they almost lose the Duck's friendship
when he decides to leave them.
The author/illustrator describes how his mother's wish to spend her birthday visiting an
art museum with her family changed the course of his life forever.
??DK????????
A fairy falls down the chimney and comes to rescue the miserable Prince Cinders.
???????????????????,??????????????,????????????,????????????????????????
???????????,??????????(???,CRC??UML??,????),??????(Swing????,????,Java 2D??)????
????????????????,??????????????????????????????,??????????????????????????,??????,?
???????????????????????,?????????,????????????????
This is a collection of 6 books and 2 CD in which it includes themes such as witty, filial, eager
to learn, friendly, brave and kind. Children can learn great characters from the stories collected
and establish a proper value system and harvest a good foundation needed to compete in the
society.
?????????????????????,??????????????????????????????????????????????.

Traditional Chinese edition of Zoo by Anthony Browne, the award winning
children's author. With his usual uncanny wit, Browne describes a less than
perfect family outing to the zoo with mom, dad and little brother and leaves some
food for thought. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Argues that geometry is fundamental to string theory--which posits that we live in
a 10-dimensional existence--as well as the very nature of the universe, and
explains where mathematics will take string theory next.
When Rafe Khatchadorian enters middle school, he teams up with his best
friend, "Leo the Silent," to create a game to make school more fun by trying to
break every rule in the school's code of conduct.
The children bring home an old mongrel named Courtney who cooks, serves
meals, juggles, and even saves the baby from a fire, only to disappear
mysteriously.
?????????
?????????????,?????????,????????????????????????????????????????
Established in 1911, The Rotarian is the official magazine of Rotary International
and is circulated worldwide. Each issue contains feature articles, columns, and
departments about, or of interest to, Rotarians. Seventeen Nobel Prize winners
and 19 Pulitzer Prize winners – from Mahatma Ghandi to Kurt Vonnegut Jr. –
have written for the magazine.
?????????????? ?????????? ?????????????? ??·??????????????????????——
???????????????????????????
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???????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????:???,??????????????,??????????????????.???????????????,???????,??????
???.???,???????????,????????,?????????????????.???????????,????????.
What makes the ultimate Sunday League footballer? YouTube star ChrisMD has
turned amateur Sunday afternoon kick-arounds into a social media event - and
now, for the first time, he's sharing all of his secrets. Join Chris as he reveals the
characters, training tricks and top-level dietary regime (greasy sausage roll from
the village café) that has got him where he is today. Chris's debut book also
includes behind-the-scenes photos from his life as a YouTuber, plus his proudest
moments, biggest embarrassments and favourite memories from his years of
making videos with everyone from the Sidemen to his own family. Includes links
to exclusive, never-before-seen ChrisMD videos.
???????????,??????????,????????????,??????????,?????????????,????????????????
?????
1914?, ???????, ??????????????????????, ?????????????????.??????????,
???????.?????????, ?????????, ???????????????.???,
???????????.????????????????????.????????????????, ????????,
???????????????????? ... ????, ??????, ???????????????, ???????????,
?????????????.
This book is the first Chinese translation of William Wordsworth's The Prelude. The
translation is faithful to the original in form by rendering each line of ten syllables
painstakingly into ten Chinese characters. (English and facing Chinese translation)
William Wordsworth's (1770-1850) The Prelude is an extremely long poem and one of
the important works in the history of English literature. It was originally conceived as an
appendix, and then as a prologue, to a great poem to be titled, The Recluse or Views of
Nature, Man, and Society, which Wordsworth had planned to compose but never
completed. In China, Wordsworth's poems are famous for their description of nature
and rural life as well as philosophical contemplation. A Chinese translation of The
Prelude is certainly significant and to be welcomed. The translator should be
recommended for his hard work, learning, and linguistic skills. On the whole, the
translation is quite smooth and relatively faithful to the original. The translator has tried
to render the poem into Chinese as elegantly and artistically as he possibly can.Since
the original was written in blank verse, and in iambic pentameter, the translator
apparently tried to preserve the meter in the entire Chinese translation. He also made
effort in rhyming occasionally.
Thrills, Skills and MolehillsThe Beautiful Game?Penguin UK
When Helen Macdonald's father died suddenly on a London street, she was
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devastated. An experienced falconer captivated by hawks since childhood, she'd never
before been tempted to train one of the most vicious predators: the goshawk. But in her
grief, she saw that the goshawk's fierce and feral anger mirrored her own. Resolving to
purchase and raise the deadly creature as a means to cope with her loss, she adopted
Mabel and turned to the guidance of The Once and Future King author T. H. White's
chronicle The Goshawk to begin her journey into Mabel's world. Projecting herself ''in
the hawk's wild mind to tame her'' tested the limits of Macdonald's humanity.
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